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Top pop songs of the 90s list

You think you're going to take a look at the deepest, darkest corners of someone's heart? Not quite, it's Spotify's list of the most listened-to songs of 2016. But according to research, song lists can give us so much more than a simple glimpse into which tunes have gone viral this year. The three-year study, conducted by Dr Adrian North
from Curtin University in Australia, correlated the musical preferences and personality traits of more than 36,000 volunteers. The study's findings showed that those who predominantly listened to a particular genre probably had certain personality personality ities associated with this style of music. So if you've ever felt an instant connection
with someone because of the music you like, or if you've gone the other way and trembled when someone said what your favorite song was, don't worry, you're not alone. What Spotify's 2016 top streaming list can tell us about people's behaviorHip HopWell, Drake tops the list of most streamed artists of the year. According to North's
research, hip-hop fans are extroverts and have high self-esteem. They're less likely to want to sit in the bedroom poring over the sleeve notes, with a pair of headphones excluded from the outside world. RapAnother University of Texas study suggested that rap students are liberal, tend to perceive themselves as attractive, but also prone
to blirtatiousness, which is best described as saying what's in one's mind as soon as it comes up. Kanye West is certainly prone to it. Justin Bieber, meanwhile, maintains his position as one of the most streamed artists this year. He tries to break out of teen pop with a rough-carved gangster persona that might sway some, but for those
looking to categorize music as pop, it's associated with low creativity and nervousness. It's not all bad though! According to North's investigation, pop fans also have high self-esteem as well as being hard-working and outgoing. Classic RockA Beatles are currently Spotify's best classic rock 2016. North's study claims that classic rock fans
are loose, although there is a caveat. They're also the most insensiable according to the results. If Bon Jovi and the Beatles are classified as classic rock though, it's a pretty wide-ranging genre out there! Indie RockIndie rock fans, who sometimes get a bad rep as hipsters, have verified the results, which suggest they are creative and
open to new experiences. There is a flipside, however, as there is a low self-esteem and work morale. Folk, Jazz, BluesOlder styles like folk, jazz and blues, perhaps unsurprisingly, associated with deep thinkers, are genres that are a staple this year's surprise Nobel Literature laureate, Bob Dylan.Classical musicClassic music lovers also
believe that high intelligence, high self-esteem and are more likely to be introverted. Although these genres practically do not exist in Spotify's most streamed They are undeniably present in the spirit of modern artists borrowing heavily from their styles. It's a bit far-fetched perhaps to think that a song list can give us a really deep insight
into human behavior. However, North's study shows a direct correlation between musical listening habits and those behavioral characteristics. Not only does classical music involve smarter people, it also acts actively to make us smarter. There is an existing scientific evidence that classical music can increase brain power. An experiment
was conducted in which exactly the same lecture was given by two groups of students. One, however, listened to classical music and the other had no music. The students were later tested on the lecture material. According to the researchers, students who heard the music-enhanced performance were significantly higher in the quiz than
those who heard the music-free version. So educators can help students pick up information by turning to some old friends: Beethoven, Bach and Tchaikovsky.. Music can obviously make you a better person. A cambridge university study recently highlighted the link between music learning and enhanced emotional intelligence. Similarly,
psychology professionals have pointed out that crime and dropout rates fell a decade ago in Venezuela when music lessons were made mandatory in schools. Musical preference has always been a source of intense emotions. Sometimes it results in the same intense, almost tribal-like rivalry. Whether it's Blur vs Oasis or Kanye vs
everyone, people can enjoy both but never admit that the other is better than their favorite. All we know is that according to the evidence, the next time you send someone a personal playlist, you might send them a window into your mind. Picture: RCA Records Label There's nothing as uplifting as an inspirational performance ballad when
you're feeling down or energizing like a fast-paced dance tune when you're working it out. And when you can't get out of bed after a soul-destroying breakup, those rousing i'm-over-you tracks can come to the rescue. In this way (and much more), pop music has the power to touch everyone. Songs in this genre dominate the U.S. Hot 100
Billboard chart cause - the radio plays them nonstop, and record numbers of Americans buy, download, or streaming them. From prolific pop icons like Madonna, Britney and Beyoncé to lesser-known artists who top the charts with one or two infectious tunes, these talented performers know how to get hundreds of thousands of people on
their feet. They also have a knack for dropping catchy singles for which we all end up knowing the words, whether we like it or not. Are you one of those people who always has a pop song in his head? If so, we have a feeling you can have this quiz. It contains lyrics to some of the most popular songs of recent decades. Can you guess
each one correctly? That's it, that's it. Do your hair up, check your nails and find out! TRIVIA Can You Name a Christmas Song When You Mess Up your Lyrics? 7 minute quiz 7 min TRIVIA HARD Can You Name The original song if we give the KIDZ BOP Lyrics? 7 minute quiz 7 min TRIVIA Can You Name a K-Pop Song A Screenshot of
Music Video? 7 minute quiz 7 min TRIVIA If you pass this Pop Culture Quiz You're probably a millennial 6 minute quiz 6 minutes TRIVIA we'll give you three words for a Taylor Swift Song, guess which song this 6 minute quiz 6 minutes TRIVIA Can You Complete These Disney Song Lyrics? 7 minute quiz 7 min personality can we figure
out which Disney Song irritates the most? 5 minute quiz 5 min TRIVIA Are these Taylor Swift or Ariana Grande Lyrics? 6 minute quiz 6 min TRIVIA We give you the bad '80s lyrics, you correct us 7 minute quiz 7 min personality which famous song written about you? 5 minute quiz 5 minutes How much do you know about dinosaurs? What
is octane rating? And how do you use a proper noun? Lucky for you, HowStuffWorks Game is here to help. Our award-winning website offers reliable, easy-to-understand explanations of how the world works. From fun quizzes to delighting the sun, to stunning photography and stunning listings, HowStuffWorks Play has something to offer
everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work, other times, please, but we're always exploring in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stay with us. Game quizzes free! Quizzes and personality tests are sent to your inbox every week. By clicking on the Register button, you agree to our privacy policy and confirm that you are 13
years old or more. Copyright © 2020 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, the System1 Company don't know about you, but sometimes when I work under the hood of my car, doing some bicep curls in the gym or mowing the lawn in my backyard, I find myself humming Call Me Maybe. Sure, the only lyrics I know are the lyrics carly rae jepsen sings
in the choir, but I'm sure that's all she sings in the whole song. At least now I have some research to back up my hunch. Maybe. Pop music is becoming more repetitive, according to a comprehensive analysis by Colin Morris, published in The Pudding. Morris studied Billboard Hot 100 hits that stretched back six decades from 1958 to
2017. And while he may be a self-described unemployed programmer and deep learning enthusiast, Morris says he can make a repetitive tune when he hears one. Morris used compression analysis to understand how many lyrical repetitions he takes part in among the most beloved pop stars. For those who spend more time listening to
music than sitting behind a computer, this means using an algorithm to review lyrics and calculate how much can be hacked off by eliminating repetitive phrases. Morris analyzed repetition not only of each word, but also repeated lyrical sequences. Using the three-year rolling average, it found that songwriting is certainly rising and has
recently peaked in 2014, with an average tune that year compressing 22 percent more efficiently than a 1960's. Poke around Morris' findings and search for visually made data on artist, decade and genre. Who are the repeat sinners? Pop artists like Beyonce, Michael Jackson, Madonna and One Direction ranked high, though Rihanna
reigned supreme thanks to all her hard work, work, work, work, work. Aristocracy such as Ray Charles, Connie Francis, Elvis Presley and Frank Sinatra ranked low in repetition. Although Morris considered Daft Punk's 1997 hit Around the World to be the most repeating pop song in 60 years – with an (un?) impressive 99 percent
compression rate – he also found that four of the top 10 most monotonous jams came in the current decade. He's not on the list? Call me, maybe. Maybe.
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